
QUADRATIC SURFACE EMBEDDING

JAN DE LEEUW

Abstract. We discuss various primal and dual algorithms for

multidimensional scaling with spherical, ellipsoidal, and more

general quadratic constraints. Distances between points on the

surface can be either measured along Euclidean lines or along

shortest geodesics on the surface.

1. Introduction

Early in the history of Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) its inventors,

notably Torgerson [1958] and Shepard [1962a,b], discovered that

points in MDS solutions often fell on or close to quadratic mani-

folds such as circles, ellipses, or parabolas. Some of the first ex-

amples analyzed with the new techniques were the color similarity

data of Ekman [1954] and the color naming data of Fillenbaum and

Rapaport [1971]. Another early application was the triadic compar-

isons of musical intervals [Levelt et al., 1966], where the points ap-

peared to fall on a parabola (see Shepard [1974, pages 386–388] for

some critical discussion). And, around the same time, the triadic

comparisons of Dutch political parties [De Gruijter, 1967], which

showed a curved left-right dimension, with parties ordered along

an ellipse.

Before MDS there was already Guttman’s Radex Theory [Guttman,

1954], developed in the context of factor analysis of correlation

matrices. It looked for (possibly concentric) circular patterns, called
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circumplexes, and it found such patters in many observed correla-

tion matrices. See Borg and Groenen [2005, Chapter 5] for a re-

cent review, in which the radex and related patterns are related to

Guttman’s facet theory.

The fact that quadratic surfaces frequently show up empirically

leads to some interesting technical and methodological problems.

First, in some cases it may be appropriate to require that the points

computed by MDS are indeed located exactly on some parametric

surface. If we measuring distances between cities on Earth, for ex-

ample, an exact spherical or elliptical representation of the cities

makes perfect sense [Cox and Cox, 1991]. Second, it may be ap-

propriate for these nonlinear configurations to measure distance

as the shortest geodesic on the non-linear manifold. Again, using

Eearth as an example, the Euclidean distance, which goes through

Earth, may not be as relevant as the geodesic distance measured

over the surface of Earth. And third, since a sphere in three dimen-

sions is really two-dimensional, it may be sensible to look for ways

to portray non-linear structures in higher dimensions locally faith-

fully in fewer dimensions. This is basically the classical problem

of cartography, in which we compute a suitable projection of the

surface of the earth on the plane.

Much more recently, the problem of finding the best MDS repre-

sentation with points on a sphere came up in computer vision. Ron

Kimmel and his group at the Technion in Haifa have published a

number of papers in which approximate geodetic distances along

arbitrary surfaces are used in MDS with great-circle distances along

a sphere. The two-dimensional spherical coordinates and then

used to flatten the sphere. A representative paper is Elad et al.

[2005].
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2. Multidimensional Scaling

In Euclidean MDS1 we minimize the loss function usually called

stress, defined as

(1) σ(X) =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

wij(δij − dij(X))2

over X ∈ Rn×p [Kruskal, 1964a,b]. Here ∆ = {δij} is a given

symmetric and hollow2 matrix of non-negative dissimilarities, W =
{wij} is a given symmetric and hollow matrix of non-negative weights,

X is an unknown n× p configuration, and

dij(X) =

√√√√ p∑
s=1

(xis − xjs)2

is the Euclidean distance between points xi and xj in the configu-

ration X. More generally, we can consider the constrained case, in

which configurations are restricted to a set S ⊆ Rn×p.

2.1. Quadratic Constraints. In this paper we are interested in the

case in which the points in the configuration are constrained to

lie on a quadratic surface in Rp. We will look separately at p = 2

and p = 3, at the special cases of a circle, ellipse, hyperbola, and

parabola in R2, and also at the special cases of a sphere and an

ellipsoid in R3.

We call the technique to place the points on the quadratic MDS with

quadratic constraints, abbreviated to MDS-Q. In the most general

form of MDS-Q the points xi must satisfy

x′iΛxi + 2x′iβ+ γ = 0,

1In this paper we use the term multidimensional scaling (MDS) to refer to

least squares metric multidimensional scaling.We do not specifically discuss

non-metric MDS in this paper, because the algorithms for the metric case can

be easily extended to the non-metric case using alternating least squares.
2A matrix is hollow if it has a zero diagonal.
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for some p × p matrix Λ, some p-element vector β, and some con-

stant γ. Because of the invariance of the distance function under

translations we can put the center of the surface in the origin. And

because distance is invariant under rotation, we can also require

without loss of generality that Λ is diagonal. This covers conics

(ellipse, hyperbola, parabola) in R2, and the various kinds of ellip-

soids, hyperboloids, paraboloids, and cylinders in R2. In the case

of ellipsoids and hyperboloids we can choose β = 0 and γ = −1, so

that the constraints become x′iΛxi = 1. For ellipsoids the matrix Λ
is positive definite, which means that we can also write

(2) xi = Λ1/2zi, where ‖zi‖ = 1 for all i.

And, of course, spheres are ellipses in which the matrix Λ is scalar,

i.e. Λ = λI.
2.2. Geodesic Distance. Besides Euclidean MDS-Q, we also discuss

Quadratic MDS, or Q-MDS. Again the points are required to lie on

a quadratic surface, but now we define distance to be the length of

the shortest geodesic along the surface.

This is easy to do in the case of a sphere with radius λ. The metric

embedding problem for spherical space is discussed extensively

by Blumenthal [1953, Chapter VII]. Define

(3a) d̆ij(X) = λ Arccos

(
x′ixj
λ2

)
.

Thus d̆ij(X) is the great-circle distance between the points mea-

sured along the sphere. Spherical distance is monotonic with Eu-

clidean distance, because

(3b) d̆ij(X) = λ Arccos

(
2λ2 − d2

ij(X)
2λ2

)
.

The two distance scales are quite different at the higher end, be-

cause Euclidean distance between two points on the sphere is bounded
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above by 2λ, while spherical distance is bounded by 2λπ . This is il-

lustrated in Figure 1. If points are close together the two distances

are, of course, approximately equal.
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Figure 1. Euclidean and Sperical Distance

Unfortunately, matters become more complicated if we go from the

sphere to the ellipsoid. In R2 computing the length of an elliptical

arc means evaluating an incomplete elliptic integral of the second

kind. Suppose the ellipse is x2

a2 + y2

b2 = 1. The length of arc from

point (0,1) to point (a sinθ,b cosθ), with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1
2π , is

d̆(θ) =
∫ θ

0

√
a2 sin2 t + b2 cos2 tdt.

Arc length distances between arbitrary points on the ellipse can be

computed by adding and subtracting integral terms of this form.

Distance along the ellipse is still monotonic with Euclidean dis-

tance, but the relationship is no longer simple.
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For a parabola y = x2

a the situation is somewhat simpler because

we can measure along the horizontal axis. We find

d̆(x0, x1) =
1

2a

∫ 2x1

2x0

√
a2 +u2du =

= u
4a

√
a2 +u2 + 1

4
a log(u+

√
a2 +u2)

∣∣∣∣2x1

2x0

.

Not that this is a nice formula to work with, but at least the integral

can be evaluated in closed form.

Computing geodesics on the ellipsoid in R3 is even more compli-

cated than the ellipse. Since the work of Jacobi and Weierstrass we

know what the geodesics on ellipsoids look like, and we know how

to compute them, but the analytic expressions are complicated and

difficult to work with in an MDS context [Knörrer, 1980; Tabanov,

1996; Perelomov, 2000]. In geodesy there are many programs eas-

ily available to do the computations, but for now we have found no

easy way to fit geodesics on ellipsoids with MDS. The same thing is

true for higher dimensions, and for hyperboloids and paraboloids.

So, summarizing, it looks like MDS-Q may be feasible for any di-

mension and for any quadratic surface. Q-MDS, however, seems

limited to spheres in any dimension, with the possible exception

of ellipses in R2.

3. Previous Work

3.1. Two-step Methods for MDS-Q. In order to analyze the qua-

dratic curves in the plane that occurred in Levelt et al. [1966] and

in De Gruijter [1967] a quadratic fitting procedure was described

by Van De Geer [1968]. The procedure is already explained and

used in Levelt et al. [1966, Footnote 1, Page 172]. The method pro-

posed by Van De Geer was also discussed subsequently by Gnanade-

sikan [1977, Section 2.4], as a form of nonlinear component analy-

sis. In pattern recognition the method is know as algebraic fitting.
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The method is easy to explain. If we haven pairs of points (xi1, xi2)
in the plane, then we form the n× 6 matrix Z with rows

zi = (x2
i1 | x2

i2 | xi1xi2 | xi1 | xi2 | 1).

The n points are on some conic section if there is a v such that

Zv = 0. To find the best fitting conic we minimize v′Z′Zv over

all normalized v . The nornalization used by Van De Geer is v′v =
1, which means the optimal v is the eigenvector corresponding

with the smallest eigenvalue of Z′Z . This, of course, creates the

problem of what to do with the other eigenvectors, especially if

they have eigenvalues close to the smallest one.

Bookstein [1979] observed that the normalization v′v = 1 has the

disadvantage that rotations and translations of the set of points

will lead to a different fitted quadratic curve. He proposed using

the normalization v2
1 + v2

2 + 1
2v3 = 1. This gives the desired in-

variance. The algebraic method has a somewhat peculiar way of

weighting and combining the residuals. Sampson [1982] improves

Bookstein’s method by iteratively reweighting the deviations by

their approximate standard errors. A third disadvantage of alge-

braic fitting is that even if we set out to fit an ellipse, the procedure

may give us a hyperbola. Fitzgibbon et al. [1999] propose the qua-

dratic normalization v1v2 − 1
4v

2
3 = 1. This guarantees that the

matrix of the quadratic form is positive definite, and that conse-

quently the quadratic is an ellipse. It turns out that actually the

constraint makes the solution unique, in the sense that the other

eigenvectors do not define ellipses. Observe that we could also re-

quire v1v2 − 1
4v

2
3 = 0 or v1v2 − 1

4v
2
3 = −1, which would define a

parabola or hyperbola. Also note that these quadratic constraints

do not imply invariance under translation and rotation.

Gander et al. [1994]
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Alternatively, we can normalize v by requiring that it’s last element

is −1. This amounts to minimizing the loss function

F(µ,A) =
n∑
i=1

((xi − µ)′A(xi − µ)− 1)2.

Thus the proposed procedure has two steps: first an unrestricted

MDS solution is found, and then the best fitting quadratic curve or

surface is fitted.

There is a huge literature on fitting ellipses and other quadratic

curves and surfaces to sets of points in Rp. The problem has been

studied and applied in astronomy, geology, meteorology, computer

vision, pattern recognition and statistics. It is difficult to summa-

rize the literature, but we’ll give it a try.

3.2. Primal Methods for MDS-Q. In earlier work, there has been

some discussion on Euclidean MDS with points restricted to lie on

a sphere. Initially, constrained MDS concentrated on simple linear

constraints on the configuration, familiar from structural equation

modeling. Bentler and Weeks [1978] apply Gauss-Newton methods

with linear constraints to restrict the primary colors from the ex-

ample of Fillenbaum and Rapaport [1971] to lie equally spaced at

specific places on a circle.

A general theory for least squares Euclidean MDS with restrictions

on the configuration was developed by De Leeuw and Heiser [1980].

Also see Borg and Groenen [2005, Chapter 10] for a review with

examples.

3.3. Penalty Methods for MDS-Q.

3.4. This approach was extended by Lee and Bentler [1980] to

nonlinear equality constraints using Gauss-Newton methods with

penalty terms to enforce the constraints. In Lee [1984] this is fur-

ther extended to nonlinear equality and inequality constraints, so
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that the configuration can, for instance, be restricted to lie in a

circular ring or in a segment of the sphere. The penalty method

is replaced by a combination of Gauss-Newton and an augmented

Lagrangian method.

In the work of Bentler and his colleagues powerful general purpose

optimization methods are used, which are not specifically tailored

to MDS. There are both primal methods, in which the constraints

are incorporated in parametric form directly into the loss function,

and dual methods, where constraints are imposed at convergence

by using penalty or Lagrangian terms.

3.4.1. CMDA. A different dual method was proposed by Borg and

Lingoes [1979, 1980]. It is also discussed in Borg and Groenen

[2005, Section 10.4]. The difference is not to impose restrictions

on the configuration, but to impose them directly on the distances.

This makes the method more specific to MDS.

For Euclidean MDS with points constrained on a circle or a sphere

Borg and Lingoes introduce an extra point x0 into the MDS prob-

lem, and define the family of penalized loss functions

(4) σκ(X) = min∆∈DLσL(X,∆)+ κ min∆∈DC σC(X,∆)
where σ(X) is given by (1) and σ̃ (X,∆) is given by (1) as well.

The set D consists of all non-negative and hollow symmetric ma-

trices that satisfy the constraints. The non-negative quantity κ is a

penalty parameter. If κ →∞ the second term is forced to zero, and

we minimize the first term under the conditions that the second

term is zero, i.e. that the xi are on a sphere with center at x0and

with radius λ.

The CMDA approach has the advantage it can be implemented

quite simply by using the standard Euclidean MDS majorization

method (cf. below). It has the usual disadvantage that we have
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to select a penalty parameter, or a sequence of penalty parame-

ters, in some way or another. Moreover the Hessian of stress will

become increasingly ill-conditioned for large penalties, and conver-

gence can consequently be quite slow.

3.5. Methods for Q-MDS. The first systematic discussion of Circu-

lar and Spherical MDS is in Cox and Cox [1991]. Also see Cox and

Cox [1994, Section 4.4.1]. They set out to solve the non-metric Cir-

cular and Spherical MDS problems. Since great-circle distance and

Euclidean distance are monotonically related, and they are using

non-metric MDS, they argue that they can solve the problem by us-

ing Euclidean distance. This is true, as long as one realizes that

the choice of the distance function does influence how deviations

from perfect fit are measured. They then parametrize points on

the circle or sphere by using polar coordinates and use a gradient

method to minimize stress. Polar coordinates become somewhat

unwieldy in higher dimensions.

Elad et al. [2005] solve the metric Spherical MDS problem in the

context of texture mapping of sphere-like surfaces. They use great-

circle distance, and minimize stress by a gradient method with line

search.

4. Basic Majorization Theory

To define the main aspect of the majorization theory of De Leeuw

and Heiser [1980] we need a number of definitions. Let Aij = (ei −
ej)(ei − ej)′, where the ei are unit vectors. Thus ei has zeroes

everywhere, except for element i, which is equal to one. The matrix

Aij has zeroes everywhere, except for elements (i, i) and (j, j),
which are equal to +1, and elements (i, j) and (j, i), which are
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equal to −1. Also define

B(X) =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

wijsij(X)Aij,

V =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

wijAij,

where

sij(X) =


δij

dij(X)
if dij(X) > 0,

0 if dij(X) = 0.

Also define

ρ(X) = tr X′B(X)X,

η2(X) = tr X′VX.

Then

σ(X) = 1− 2ρ(X)+ η2(X).

The Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality implies that for all pairs of config-

urations X and Y we have

ρ(X) ≥ tr X′B(Y)Y ,

and thus

σ(X) ≤ 1− 2tr X′B(Y)Y + η2(X).

Define the Guttman transform [Guttman, 1968] of a configuration

X as

X = V+B(X)X,

with superscript + denoting the Moore-Penrose inverse. Then, for

all pairs X and Y , we can majorize stress at each configuration Y
by a quadratic in X. Completing the square gives

σ(X) ≤ σ(Y)+ η2(X − Y)− η2(Y − Y).

In each iteration of the majorization algorithm we first compute

the Guttman transform X(k) of our current best configuration, and
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then solve a configuration projection problem of the form

min
X∈S

tr (X −X(k))′V(X −X(k)).

In other words, we project X(k) on the manifold of constrained

configurations. This projection gives us the update X(k+1), with

σ(X(k+1)) < σ(X(k)).

4.1. Majorization for CMDACMDS.

4.1.1. Sphere. We can compare this primal gradient projection al-

gorithm with the dual algorithm suggested by Borg and Groenen

[2005, Section 10.4]. The majorization algorithm for the penalty

function (4) uses the iterations

X(k+1) = (V + κI)−1(VX(k) + κX̃(k)),

where x̃(k)i = λx(k)i /‖x
(k)
i ‖. For large κ this means

X(k+1) ≈ X̃(k) + 1
κ
V(X(k) − X̃(k)),

which indicates that convergence will tend to be slow.

4.1.2. Ellipse. We know that an ellipse can be defined as the lo-

cus of all points that have equal sum of distances from two focal

points. Focal points can be chosen on the horizontal axis, at equal

distances from the origin. This means that we can fit and ellipse

with CMDA by introducing two additional points x0 and −x0 on

the horizontal axis into our MDS problem, and minimize

(5) σκ(X, λ) = σ(X)+ κ
n∑
i=1

(d(xi, x0)+ d(xi,−x0)− λ)2.

4.1.3. Hyperbola. The hyperbola is the locus of all points that have

equal difference of distances from two focal points. Thus, analo-

gous to the case of the ellipse, we minimize

(6) σκ(X, λ) = σ(X)+ κ
n∑
i=1

(|d(xi, x0)− d(xi,−x0)| − λ)2.
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4.1.4. Parabola. The parabola is the locus of all points that have

equal distance to a line (the directrix) and a point (the focal point).

The directrix can be chosen to be the horizontal axis. More gener-

ally, for any conic section, the distance to the focal point must be

a constant multiple of the distance to the directrix. This multiple,

the eccentricity, is equal to one for the parabola, large than one for

the hyperbola, and less than one for the ellipse.

Suppose x0 is the focal point, and xi is the projection of xi on the

horizontal axes. Then we must minimize

(7) σκ(X, λ) = σ(X)+ κ
n∑
i=1

(d(xi, x0)− λd(xi, xi))2.

5. Configuration projection

The constraints (2) lead to the problem of minimizing tr (λZ −
Y)′V(λZ − Y), over all scalars λ and over all Z with diag ZZ′ = I.
The optimum λ for given Z is

λ̂ = tr Y ′VZ
tr Z′VZ

,

and the problem we need to solve is equivalent to the maximization

of

ρ(Z) = [tr Y
′VZ]2

tr Z′VZ
.

In order to maximize the function ρ(Z) we use the fractional pro-

gramming technique of Dinkelbach [1967]. Suppose Z̃ is our cur-

rent best configuration. Define

η(Z, Z̃) = [tr Y ′VZ]2 − ρ(Z̃)tr Z′VZ.

If we find Z+ such that η(Z+, Z̃) > η(Z̃, Z̃) = 0, then ρ(Z+) > ρ(Z̃).
Thus for global convergence it is sufficient to increase η(Z, Z̃).

We increase η(Z, Z̃) by block relaxation [De Leeuw, 1994], i.e. we

cycle through all zi, optimizing over each of the zi in turn, while

keeping the others fixed at their current best values. Various dif-

ferent strategies are possible. We can perform a number of cycles
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updating Z , while keeping ρ(Z̃) fixed at its current value. Or we

could compute a new ρ(Z̃) after computing the update of each

single row zi of Z . It is unclear which strategy is best, and some

numerical experimentation will be useful.

Expanding we find

η(Z, Z̃) = z′iuiu′izi + 2z′ihi + terms not depending on zi,

where U = VY and

hi = ui(
n∑
j 6=i
u′jzj)− ρ(Z̃)

n∑
j 6=i
vijzj.

Diifferentiate and introduce a Lagrange multiplier θ for the side

condition z′izi = 1. The stationary equations are

(u′izi)ui + hi = θzi.

Premultiplying both sides by z′i shows that if there are multiple

solutions, we want the one with the largest value of θ.

The stationary equations have the solution zi = −(uiu′i − θI)−1hi.
Thus if we define

F(θ) = h′i(uiu′i − θI)−2hi

we can find θ by solving the equation F(θ) = 1. Such equa-

tions, often called secular equations, have been studied system-

atically in great detail in numerical mathematics, possibly starting

with Forsythe and Golub [1965]; Spjøtvoll [1972]. There are excel-

lent reviews of secular equation theory in Tao and An [1995] and

of solvers in Conn et al. [2000, Chapter 7].

Since we are dealing with a simple special case, we can actually

solve the secular equation quite simply. Define τi = u′iui, the pro-

jector Pi = uiu′i/τi, and its orthogonal complement Qi = I − Pi.
The equation becomes

F(θ) = pi
(τi − θ)2

+ qi
θ2
= 1,
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where pi = h′iPihi and qi = h′iQihi. We can find the solutions by

solving the quartic equation

(8) θ2pi + (τi − θ)2qi − θ2(τi − θ)2 =

= −θ4 + 2τiθ3 + (pi + qi − τ2
i )θ

2 − 2τiqiθ + τ2
i qi = 0

for its largest real root.
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This makes it possible to describe the behavior of the function

F and to show where the relevant roots are located. The plot in

Figure 5 is typical. It has τi = 1. The function is always positive,

it has a horizontal asymptote at zero and two vertical asymptotes,

one at zero and the other at τi. Between 0 and τi it has its unique

stationary value, a local minimum, at

θ̂ =
3
√qi

3
√qi + 3

√pi
τi,
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equal to

F(θ̂) = (
3
√pi + 3

√qi)3
τ2
i

.

Thus the equation F(θ) = 1 has one negative root and one root

larger than τi. There may or may not be two additional roots, de-

pending on whether the value of the function at the local minimum

is smaller than or larger than one. Correspondingly, the quartic (8)

has either two real roots (and two complex conjugates) or four real

roots (of which two could be equal).

6. Using the Great-Circle Distance

In Spherical MDS we have to minimize

σ(X) =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

wij(δij − d̆ij(X))2,

where d̆ij(X) is defined by (3a) or equivalently (3b). From (3b), if I

am not mistaken,
∂d̆ij
∂dij

∣∣∣∣∣
Y
= dij(Y)

λ sin
d̆ij(Y)
λ

,

provided, of course that d̆ij(Y) is not equal to zero or to λπ . Write

this partial as gij(Y). Then we can make the Gauss-Newton ap-

proximation

δij − d̆ij(X) ≈ gij(Y)(δij(Y)− dij(X))

where

δij(Y) =
δij − d̆ij(Y)+ gij(Y)dij(Y)

gij(Y)
,

and thus

σ(X) ≈
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

wijg2
ij(Y)(δij(Y)− dij(X))2.

This means that if suitable precautions against non-convergence

are used, such as choosing a step-size when necessary, we can ap-

ply our algorithm for Euclidean MDS with spherical restrictions to
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Spherical MDS. In most cases finding the Euclidean spherical solu-

tion will provide a good initial estimate for Spherical MDS.

7. Elliptical and More General Quadratic Constraints

Elliptical Constraints lead to the problem of minimizing

(9) η(Z,Λ) = tr (ZΛ− Y)′V(ZΛ− Y),
over all diagonal matrices Λ and over all Z with diag ZZ′ = I. In

the spherical case we minimized out Λ first, and then applied the

Dinkelbach trick to get from a ratio to a simple quadratic. In the

elliptical case following the same route does not lead to the desired

simplifications. But we can use alternating least squares [De Leeuw,

1994]. This produces a different, but closely related algorithm.

Clearly this new algorithm could also be applied to the spherical

case.

Thus we alternate minimization over Λ for fixed Z and minimiza-

tion over Z for fixed Λ. The optimum Λ for given Z is simply

λ̂s =
y ′sVzs
z′sVzs

.

To tackle the problem of finding the optimal Z for given Λ we again

minimize over each row of Z separately, using block relaxation.

Now

η(Z,Λ) = viiz′iΛ2zi + 2z′ihi + terms independent of zi,

where

hi = Λ2
n∑
j 6=i
vijzj −ui,

and U = VYΛ. As before this gives

zi = −(viiΛ2 − θI)−1hi,

where θ is now chosen such that

F(θ) =
p∑
s=1

h2
is

(viiλ2
s − θ)2

= 1.
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Again F is positive, with a horizontal asymptote at zero, and with

vertical asymptotes at the p poles viiλ2
s . In this case we want the

smallest solution θ < viimins λ2
s . If p = 2 we can solve a quartic

again, but in general we may have to use one of the very efficient

methods to solve secular equations discussed by Melman [1995,

1997, 1998].
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8. Code

1 sphereProj<−function ( y , v , i n i t=FALSE , immediate=FALSE , ktmax=100,itmax=5,oeps=1e

−10,ieps=1e−6,iverbose=FALSE , overbose=FALSE ) {

2 require ( "polynom" ) ; n<−nrow ( y ) ; nn<−1:n ; i t e l<−1

3 u<−v%*%y ; syy<−sum( y*u) ; tau<−rowSums(u^2)

4 i f ( is . matrix ( i n i t ) ) z<− i n i t else z<−y/sqrt (rowSums( y^2) )

5 repeat {

6 szy<−sum( z*u) ; vz<−v%*%z ; szz<−sum( z*vz ) ; rho<− ( szy^2)/szz

7 i f ( overbose ) cat ( " I terat ion : " ,formatC ( i t e l , d ig i ts =3 ,width=3) ,

8 "Rho: " ,formatC ( rho , d ig i ts =6 ,width=10,format=" f " ) ,

9 " \n" )

10 kmax<−1

11 repeat {

12 for ( i in nn) {

13 ui<−u[ i , ] ; zi<−z [ i , ] ; vz<−v%*%z ; vi<−vz [ i , ] ; t t i<−tau [ i ] ; szy<−sum( z*u)

14 i f ( immediate ) {

15 szz<−sum( z*vz )

16 rho<− ( szy^2)/szz

17 }

18 hi<−ui * ( szy−sum( ui * zi ) )−rho* ( vi−v [ i , i ] * zi )

19 sold<− (sum( ui * zi ) ^2)+2*sum( hi * zi )

20 ppi<− (sum( ui * hi ) ^2)/ t t i ; qqi<−sum( hi ^2)−ppi

21 p0<−qqi * t t i ^2 ; p1<−−2* t t i *qqi ; p2<−ppi+qqi−t t i ^2 ; p3<−2* t t i ; p4<−−1

22 pol<−polynomial ( c (p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 ,p4) ) ; the<−max(Re ( solve ( pol ) ) )

23 zi<− ( hi/the ) −((1/the ) +(1/ ( t t i−the ) ) ) * (sum( ui * hi ) / t t i ) * ui ; z [ i , ]<−zi

24 snew<− (sum( ui * zi ) ^2)+2*sum( hi * zi )

25 i f ( iverbose ) cat ( " I terat ion : " ,formatC ( i t e l , d ig i ts =3 ,width=3) ,

26 " sol : " ,formatC ( sold , d ig i ts =6 ,width=10,format=" f " ) ,

27 "sne : " ,formatC ( snew , dig i ts =6 ,width=10,format=" f " ) ,

28 " \n" )

29 }

30 i f ( ( kmax == ktmax) | | ( ieps <0) ) break ( )

31 kmax<−kmax+1

32 }

33 i f ( ( i t e l == itmax ) | | ( oeps<0) ) return ( ( szy/szz ) *z )

34 i t e l<− i t e l +1

35 }

36 }
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